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Abstract
Chinese characters are used both in Japanese and Chinese, which are called Kanji and Hanzi respectively. Chinese characters contain
significant semantic information, a mapping table between Kanji and Hanzi can be very useful for many Japanese-Chinese bilingual
applications, such as machine translation and cross-lingual information retrieval. Because Kanji characters are originated from ancient
China, most Kanji have corresponding Chinese characters in Hanzi. However, the relation between Kanji and Hanzi is quite complicated.
In this paper, we propose a method of making a Chinese characters mapping table of Japanese, Traditional Chinese and Simplified
Chinese automatically by means of freely available resources. We define seven categories for Kanji based on the relation between
Kanji and Hanzi, and classify mappings of Chinese characters into these categories. We use a resource from Wiktionary to show the
completeness of the mapping table we made. Statistical comparison shows that our proposed method makes a more complete mapping
table than the current version of Wiktionary.
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1. Introduction

Chinese characters are used both in Japanese and Chinese.
In Japanese the Chinese characters are called Kanji, while
in Chinese they are called Hanzi. Hanzi can be divided in-
to two groups, Traditional Chinese (used in Taiwan, Hong
Kong and Macau) and Simplified Chinese (used in main-
land China and Singapore). The number of strokes needed
to write characters has been largely reduced in Simplified
Chinese, and the shapes may be different from the ones in
Traditional Chinese. Table 1 gives some examples of Chi-
nese Characters in Japanese, Traditional Chinese and Sim-
plified Chinese, from which we can see that the relation
between Kanji and Hanzi is quite complicated.
Because Kanji characters are originated from ancient Chi-
na, most Kanji have fully corresponding Chinese charac-
ters in Hanzi. Actually, although Japanese continues to e-
volve and change after the adoption of Chinese character-
s, the visual forms of the Chinese characters retain certain
level of similarity, and many Kanji are identical to Hanzi
(e.g. “ê(snow)” in Table 1), some Kanji are identical to
Traditional Chinese but different from Simplified Chinese
(e.g. “�(love)” in Table 1), some Kanji are identical to
Simplified Chinese but different from Traditional Chinese
(e.g. “ý(country)” in Table 1). There are also some visual
variations in Kanji which have corresponding Chinese char-
acters in Hanzi while the shapes are different from Hanzi
(e.g. “z(begin)” in Table 1). However, there are some
Kanji that do not have fully corresponding Chinese charac-
ters in Hanzi. Some Kanji only have corresponding Tradi-
tional Chinese (e.g. “Q(apology)” in Table 1), and some
Kanji only have corresponding Simplified Chinese. (e.g.
“�(bastard halibut)” in Table 1). Moreover, there are some
Chinese characters that are created in Japan namely Kokuji,
which means national characters, may have no correspond-
ing Chinese characters in Hanzi (e.g. “¼(included)” in Ta-
ble 1).

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
Kanji ê � ý z Q � ¼
TC ê � � | Q N/A N/A
SC ê 1 ý Ñ N/A � N/A

Table 1: Examples of Chinese characters (C denotes Cat-
egory which is described in Section 4., TC denotes Tradi-
tional Chinese and SC denotes Simplified Chinese).

What makes the relation more complicated is that, a single
Kanji form may correspond to multiple Hanzi forms. Also,
a single Simplified Chinese form may correspond to multi-
ple Traditional Chinese forms, and vice versa.
In this paper, we focus on the relation between Kanji and
Hanzi, and propose a method of making a Chinese char-
acters mapping table of Japanese, Traditional Chinese and
Simplified Chinese automatically by means of freely avail-
able resources. Because Chinese characters contain sig-
nificant semantic information, this mapping table can be
very useful for both linguists and NLP researchers doing
tasks such as machine translation or cross-lingual informa-
tion retrieval between Japanese and Chinese. For example,
Tan et al. (1995) used the occurrence of common Chinese
characters between Japanese and Chinese in automatic sen-
tence alignment task, Goh et al. (2005) built a Japanese-
Simplified Chinese dictionary partly using direct conver-
sion of Japanese into Chinese for Japanese Kanji words,
Huang et al. (2008) examined and analyzed the seman-
tic relations between Japanese and Chinese on word lev-
el based on Chinese characters mapping, Chu et al. (2011)
used common Chinese characters information in Japanese-
Chinese phrase alignment, the mapping table can be helpful
for these tasks.

2. Character Sets of Kanji and Hanzi
The character set in use for Kanji is JIS Kanji code. While
for Hanzi, there are many character sets, among which we



TC E ª " �,] r,y,~ ...
SC E ô ± ² r ...

Table 2: Hanzi converter standard conversion table.

choose Big5 for Traditional Chinese and GB2312 for Sim-
plified Chinese, both are in widespread use.

2.1. JIS Kanji Code
For JIS Kanji code, JIS X 0208 is a widely used charac-
ter set specified as a Japanese Industrial Standard, contain-
ing 6,879 graphic characters, which includes 6,355 Kanji as
well as 524 non-Kanji. The mapping table is for the 6,355
Kanji characters namely JIS Kanji in JIS X 0208.

2.2. Big5
Big5 is the most commonly used character set for Tradi-
tional Chinese in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau, which is
defined by “Institute for Information Industry” in Taiwan.
There are 13,060 Traditional Chinese characters in Big5.

2.3. GB2312
GB2312 is a key official character set of the People’s Re-
public of China for Simplified Chinese characters, which
is widely used in mainland China and Singapore. GB2312
contains 6,763 Simplified Chinese characters.

3. Related Freely Available Resources
3.1. Unihan Database
Unihan database1 is the repository for the Unicode Consor-
tium’s collective knowledge regarding the CJK (Chinese-
Japanese-Korean) Unified Ideographs contained in the U-
nicode Standard2. The database consists of a number of
fields containing data for each Chinese character in the U-
nicode Standard. These fields are grouped into categories
according to the purpose they fulfil, including “mappings”,
“readings”, “dictionary indices”, “radical stroke counts”
and “variants” etc. The “mappings” category and “vari-
ants” category contain information regarding to the relation
between Kanji and Hanzi.

3.2. Hanzi Converter Standard Conversion Table
Chinese encoding converter3 is a open source system that
can convert Traditional Chinese into Simplified Chinese.
Hanzi converter standard conversion table is a resource
used by the converter. This table contains 6,740 corre-
sponding Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese char-
acter pairs. It can be downloaded from the web site. Table 2
is a portion of the table.

3.3. Kanconvit Mapping Table
Kanconvit4 is a publicly available tool for Kanji-Simplified
Chinese conversion. It uses 1,159 visual variational Kanji-
Simplified Chinese character pairs extracted from a Kanji,

1http://unicode.org/charts/unihan.html
2The Unicode Standard is a character coding system for the

consistent encoding, representation and handling of text expressed
in most of the world’s writing systems. The latest version of the
Unicode Standard is Version 6.1.0.

3http://www.mandarintools.com/zhcode.html
4http://kanconvit.ta2o.net/

Kanji � ^ � � ñ _ ...
TC � ^ � ã ù 	 ...
SC � Í � � ù û ...

Table 3: Kanconvit mapping table.

Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese mapping table,
which contains 3,506 one to one mappings. Table 3 is a
portion of this table.

4. The Method
According to the relation between Kanji and Hanzi, we de-
fine seven categories for Kanji:

• Category 1: identical to Hanzi

• Category 2: identical to Traditional Chinese but dif-
ferent from Simplified Chinese

• Category 3: identical to Simplified Chinese but differ-
ent from Traditional Chinese

• Category 4: visual variations

• Category 5: only have corresponding Traditional Chi-
nese

• Category 6: only have corresponding Simplified Chi-
nese

• Category 7: no corresponding Hanzi exist

We make a Chinese characters mapping table of Japanese,
Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese by classifying
JIS Kanji into these seven categories and finding the corre-
sponding Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese auto-
matically using the resources we introduced in Section 3..
The method includes two steps:

• Step 1: extraction

• Step 2: classification and construction

In Step 1, we extract JIS Kanji, Big5 Traditional Chinese
and GB2312 Simplified Chinese from Unihan database.
These Chinese characters are collected in the “mappings”
category which contains mappings between Unicode and
other encoded character sets for Chinese characters. JIS
Kanji are in “kIRG JSource J0” field, Big5 Traditional Chi-
nese are in “kBigFive” field, and GB2312 Simplified Chi-
nese are in “kIRG GSource G0” field.
In Step 2, we do classification for JIS Kanji and construc-
t a mapping table. We automatically check for every JIS
Kanji: If the Kanji exists both in Big5 and GB2312, it be-
longs to Category 1; If the Kanji exists only in Big5, we
check whether corresponding Simplified Chinese could be
found, if so, it belongs to Category 2, otherwise, it belongs
to Category 5; If the Kanji exists only in GB2312, we check
whether corresponding Traditional Chinese could be found,
if so, it belongs to Category 3, otherwise, it belongs to Cat-
egory 6; If the Kanji exists neither in Big5 nor GB2312,
we check whether corresponding Hanzi could be found, if
fully corresponding Chinese characters in Hanzi exist, it
belongs to Category 4, if only corresponding Traditional



Kanji � � ð Í ...
TC �,ã,¦,¯,®,¨ ³,� ð Õ,Â ...
SC �,ã,�,©,«,¨  ¶,� ¨,Â ...

Table 4: Examples of multiple Hanzi forms.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
Unihan 3141 1815 177 533 384 16 289
+Han 3141 1843 177 542 347 16 289
+Kan 3141 1847 177 550 342 16 282

Table 5: Resource statistic (Han denotes Hanzi converter
standard conversion table and Kan denotes Kanconvit map-
ping table).

Chinese exist, it belongs to Category 5, and if only corre-
sponding Simplified Chinese exist, it belongs to Category 6,
otherwise, it belongs to Category 7. To find corresponding
Hanzi, we search Traditional Chinese variants, Simplified
Chinese variants and other variants for all Kanji.
We do Traditional Chinese variants, Simplified Chinese
variants and other variants search using “variants” catego-
ry in Unihan database, in which there are five fields: “k-
TraditionalVariant” corresponding to Traditional Chinese
variants, “kSimplifiedVariant” corresponding to Simplified
Chinese variants, “kZVariant”, “kSemanticVariant” and “k-
SpecializedSemanticVariants” corresponding to other vari-
ants. For supplement, we also use Hanzi converter stan-
dard conversion table and Kanconvit mapping table, notice
that resources in Hanzi converter standard conversion ta-
ble could only be used for Traditional Chinese variants and
Simplified Chinese variants search, but Kanconvit mapping
table could also be used for other variants search.

5. The Resource
5.1. Format
Format for Kanji in Category 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the mapping
table is as follow:

• Kanji[TAB]TC[TAB]SC[RET]

If multiple Hanzi forms exist for one Kanji, we separate
them with “,”. Table 4 shows some examples of multiple
Hanzi forms. Formats for Kanji in Category 5, 6 and 7 are
as follows:

• Category 5: Kanji[TAB]TC[TAB]N/A[RET]

• Category 6: Kanji[TAB]N/A[TAB]SC[RET]

• Category 7: Kanji[TAB]N/A[TAB]N/A[RET]

5.2. Statistic
Table 5 shows the statistic of Chinese characters mapping
table of Japanese, Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chi-
nese we made. We can see that compared to only using U-
nihan database, Hanzi converter standard conversion table
and Kanconvit mapping table can improve the complete-
ness of the mapping table. Table 6 gives some examples
of increased Chinese characters mappings found by Hanzi

Kanji W � D m ...
TC W,ê,y,»,G �,�,X è,È l ...
SC W,ê X À r ...

Table 6: Examples of increased mappings found by Hanzi
converter standard conversion table.

Kanji ð v þ � ? ...
TC �,ð T,w  # Ò ...
SC � s ù ¿ Ò ...

Table 7: Examples of increased mappings found by Kan-
convit mapping table.

converter standard conversion table, Table 7 gives some ex-
amples of increased Chinese characters mappings found by
Kanconvit mapping table.

6. Completeness Evaluation
To show the completeness of the mapping table we made,
we used a resource from Wiktionary5 which is a wik-
i project aiming to produce a free-content multilingual dic-
tionary. In the Japanese version of Wiktionary, there is a
Kanji category, in which a lot of information about Kanji
is provided, such as variants, origins, meanings, pronuncia-
tions, idioms, Kanji in Chinese and Korean, codes etc. We
are interested in the variants part. Figure 1 gives an exam-
ple of Kanji “�” in Japanese Wiktionary, the variants part
is boxed, which contains Traditional Chinese variant “ã”,
Simplified Chinese variant “�” and other variant “v” of
Kanji “�”.
We downloaded Japanese Wiktionary database dump data
6 (2012-Jan-31) and extracted variants for JIS Kanji. We
constructed a mapping table based on Wiktionary using the
same method described in Section 4., the only difference
is that for Traditional Chinese variants, Simplified Chinese
variants and other variants search, we used the variants ex-
tracted from Japanese Wiktionary.
To evaluate the completeness of the mapping table made
by proposed method, we compared the statistic with Wik-
tionary. Table 8 shows the completeness comparison be-
tween proposed method and Wiktionary. We can see that
proposed method makes a more complete mapping table
than Wiktionary. Table 9 gives some examples of Chinese
characters mappings found by proposed method, which do
not exist in the current version of Wiktionary.
Furthermore, we did experiments by combining the map-
ping table we made with Wiktionary, results in Table 8
show that Wiktionary can be a good supplement to fur-
ther improve the completeness of the mapping table. Ta-
ble 10 gives some examples of Chinese characters map-
pings contained in Wiktionary, which are not found by pro-
posed method.

7. Related Work
Hantology (Chou and Huang, 2006) is a character-based
Chinese language resource adapting Suggested Upper

5http://www.wiktionary.org/
6http://dumps.wikimedia.org/jawiktionary/



Figure 1: Example of Kanji “�” in Japanese Wiktionary.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
Prop 3141 1847 177 550 342 16 282
Wiki 3141 1781 172 503 412 30 316
Comb 3141 1867 178 579 325 16 249

Table 8: Completeness comparison between proposed
method and Wiktionary (Prop denotes proposed method,
Wiki denotes Wiktionary and Comb denotes combination).

Merged Ontology (SUMO) (Niles and Pease, 2001) for
systematic and theoretical study of Chinese characters.
Hantology represents orthographic forms, the evolution of
script, pronunciations, senses, lexicalization as well as vari-
ants for different Chinese characters. However, the variants
in Hantology are limited in Chinese Hanzi.
Chou et al. (2008) extended the architecture of Hantology
to Japanese Kanji, and put links between Chinese Hanzi
and Japanese Kanji, which provides a platform to analyze
the variation of Kanji systematically. However, detailed
analysis for variants of Kanji is not reported. Moreover, be-
cause the current version of Hantology only contains 2,100
Chinese characters, while we made the mapping table for
all 6,355 JIS Kanji, it is hard to make a mapping table be-
tween Kanji and Hanzi as complete as our proposed method
based on Hantology.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method of making a Chinese
characters mapping table of Japanese, Traditional Chinese
and Simplified Chinese automatically using freely available
resources from Unihan database, Hanzi converter standard
conversion table and Kanconvit mapping table. We defined
seven categories for Kanji based on the relation between
Kanji and Hanzi, and classified mappings of Chinese char-
acters into these categories. The mapping table can be very
useful for many Japanese-Chinese bilingual tasks.
For completeness evaluation, we used a resource from
Wiktionary. Statistical comparison between our proposed

Kanji ( � $ G ² ...
TC (,� T < k � ...
SC � T < . � ...

Table 9: Examples of mappings do not exist in Wiktionary.

Kanji ´ h � Ý < ...
TC ±,� `,É � ' N ...
SC ± É à ÷ N ...

Table 10: Examples of mappings not found by proposed
method.

method and Wiktionary showed that our proposed method
makes a more complete mapping table than the current ver-
sion of Wiktionary. We also found that Wiktionary can be
a good supplement to further improve the completeness of
the mapping table. Therefore, in the future, we are planning
to obtain the updated information from Wiktionary, which
can be helpful to make the mapping table more complete.
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